Situation Overview
As of 7 August

According to figures published by the Russian Federal Forestry Agency, as of 7 August there are 452 active forest fires affecting Irkutsk region, Krasnoyarsk Territory, Republic of Sakha, Republic of Buryatia, Amur region, Tomsk region, Trans-Baikal Territory, Chukotka Autonomous Region, Khabarovsk Territory, and Kamchatka Territory.

TASS reports that approximately 10,000 personnel and 70 aerial means of all roles are involved in the firefighting activities.

Maximum Fire danger forecast on 8-16 August
Source: JRC-GWIS

1 The fire danger forecast module of the Global Wildfire Information System (GWIS) generates daily maps of forecasted fire danger level using meteorological forecast data. More info on limitations and the use of these data on: JRC-GWIS Fire Danger Forecast.

2 For a better visualization, the size of the polygons on the map is slightly larger than the actual size of the burnt area.